
The Night Wanderer
A Native Gothic Novel
Drew Hayden Taylor
GRADES EIGHT TO ELEVEN
A mesmerizing blend of vampire 
thriller and coming-of-age story—
now available as a graphic novel.
The mysterious Pierre L’Errant has 
a dreadful secret. After centuries 
roaming Europe as a brooding 
vampire, he has returned home 
to reclaim his Indigenous roots 
before facing the rising sun and 

The Night Wanderer
A Graphic Novel
Drew Hayden Taylor
GRADES SEVEN TO TEN
This graphic novel takes the 
main characters from the 
Gothic novel and adapts them 
to comic book format. Teenager 
Tiffany Hunter is a disgruntled 
high school student who lives 
with her dysfunctional family 
on a small Ojibwe reserve. 
Pierre L’Errant has wandered 
for generations far from his 

home village. When he was an adventurous youth he left to 
join a fur-laden canoe of traders. Over the years Pierre has 
lived several lifetimes and now returns to his homeland on 
a special quest. Living in the Hunter basement because of 
his odd hours, Pierre searches the woods around the reserve 
every night. Meanwhile Tiffany is having serious issues with 
her white boyfriend as well as her father. Together the teen 
and the mysterious man from Europe spend an eventful night 
by the lake as each grapple with enormous, life-changing 
issues. Taylor has created a graphic novel thriller with an 
Ojibwe twist that draws on themes of family, relationships, 
redemption, traditional values, dealing with prejudice, and 
spiritual growth.

FICTION  $12.95
Paperback  | 218 pages
9781554510993

GRAPHIC NOVEL / FICTION  $14.95
Paperback Graphic Novel  | 108 pages
9781554515721

Ojibwe Clans
Ojibwe Doodemag
James Michibinijima
GRADES SIX TO ELEVEN
Each Ojibwe clan is explained 
with a brief paragraph about the 
nature of the clan and the role 
it plays in society. This English 
and Ojibwe text introduces 
readers to the importance of 
family and community in Ojibwe 
culture.

FAMILY / CLANS  $9.99
Paperback | 18 pages
0973990708

The Mishomis Book
The Voice of the Ojibway
Edward Benton-Banai
GRADES FIVE +
The classic book about Ojibway traditional teachings, provides readers with an accurate 
account of Ojibway culture, history, and worldview based on the oral teachings. 
This book begins with the Ojibway creation story and how first man came to earth. The 
chapters cover the traditional teachings: the acquisition of fire and tools, the creation and 
meaning of the clan system, the migration of the Ojibway people from the Atlantic Coast 
to their present locations in Canada and the United States. 

The final chapter describes more recent history. Iincludes the use of Ojibway words, their meanings, and helpful maps 
and illustrations.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / FAMILY  $30.00
Paperback | 114 pages
9780816673827
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Middle Row  Sylvia Olsen
GRADES SEVEN TO TEN
Things have changed since 
Raedawn and Vince started going 
out and the racial boundaries 
in town have slipped a bit. But 
when Dune, who never took 
sides, disappears, Raedawn is 
determined to find out where he 
has gone—or what happened to 
him. Fighting against ignorance 
and hate, they track Dune down 
and find he is in more trouble than 
they thought and that nothing is 
black and white.

I Will See You Again
Lisa Boivin
GRADES SIX+
I Will See You Again is by Lisa Boivin, a 
member of the Deninu Kue First Nation. 
When the author learns of the death 
of her brother overseas, she embarks 
on a journey to bring him home. 
Through memories and dreams of all 
they shared together and through her 
Dene traditions, she finds comfort and 
strength. The lyrical art and story leave 
readers with a universal message of 
hope and love. 

If I Go Missing
Brianna Jonnie, 
Nahanni Shingoose
GRADES SEVEN TO TEN
A graphic novel based on a 
letter written by 14 year old 
Brianna Jonnie to the Winnipeg 
Police Service. This graphic 
novel begins with a quote from 

the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples and the right of Indigenous women and children 
to be free from all forms of violence and discrimination. 
Citing statistics and information on murdered and missing 
Indigenous women and girls, this is an open letter to 
understand how missing people are treated differently 
especially Indigenous women and girls by society and men 
and boys in particular.

MMW+G / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $24.95
Hardcover Graphic Novel | 64 pages
9781459414518

FICTION  $9.95
9781551438993 | Paperback | 136 pages

FAMILY / TRADITIONS
9781553798552 | Paperback | 56 pages  $25.00

Everything You Wanted To Know 
About Indians But Were Afraid 
To Ask: Young Readers Edition
Anton Treuer
GRADES SEVEN TO GRADE TWELVE
An essential book of questions and 
answers for Native and non-Native young 
readers alike in a style consistently 
thoughtful, personal, and engaging.

And Grandma Said...
Iroquois Teaching as Passed Down 
Through the Oral Tradition
Tom Sakokwenionkwas Porter
GRADES NINE TO UNIVERSITY
 The book includes oral history and 
traditions, as well as personal experiences 
and teachings of the Six Nations 
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois), especially the 
Mohawk Nation.

REFERENCE  $26.99
9781646140459 | Hardcover | 272 pages

GRAPHIC NOVEL $18.95
9781553796855 | Paperback Graphic Novel | 56 pages

Fire Starters  Jen Storm
GRADES SEVEN TO TWELVE

After finding an old flare gun in his grandmother’s garage, one teen proposes Ron and Ben go to the 
reserve’s dump and shoot the flare gun. On route they meet up with two friends from school and all 
four visit the dump. As the four return to the gas bar, the sheriff’s son wants the clerk to sell him a 
pack of cigarettes. The clerk refuses and unknown to Ben and Ron, the friend from town steals a pack. 
Later in the evening the town youth sneak to the gas bar and set fire to it. Unfortunately the youth 
from the rez are blamed by the town sheriff and taken to jail. Despite their protests Ben and Ron are 
not believed. Eventually the truth is discovered when the boy from town convinces the sheriff’s son to 
admit his guilt.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / HISTORY  $42.00
9781436335652 | Hardcover | 441 pages
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Earth Keeper: Reflections on 
the American Land
N. Scott Momaday
GRADES TEN+
In this moving and lyrical book, which 
includes original artwork by the 
author, Momaday offers an homage 
and a warning. He reminds us that 
the Earth is a sacred place of wonder 
and beauty; a source of strength and 
healing that must be protected before 

it’s too late. As he so eloquently and simply expresses, we 
must all be keepers of the earth.

Spirits of the Coast
Martha Black
GRADES TEN+
A richly illustrated literary and 
visual journey through past and 
possibility, Spirits of the Coast 
illustrates how Orcas have shaped 
us as much as our actions have 
impacted them, and provokes the 
reader to imagine the shape of our 
shared future.

Dog Flowers
Danielle Geller
GRADES TEN+
A daughter returns home to the Navajo 
reservation to confront her family’s 
troubled history and retrace her 
mother’s life—using both narrative and 
archive in this unforgettable and heart-
wrenching memoir.

STEWARDSHIP  $21.99
9780063009332 | Hardcover | 80 pages

ANIMALS / MARINE LIFE  $29.95
9780772677686 | Hardcover | 216 pages

MEMOIR / BIOGRAPHY  $36.00
9781984820396 | Hardcover | 272 pages

White Lies
Sara de Waard
GRADE ELEVEN
Missy’s sweet sixteenth is just around 
the corner, but her last three birthdays 
haven’t exactly been cause for 
celebration. Her beloved little brother 
died when she turned thirteen and now 
birthdays are just painful reminders of 
the void in their lives. If only she had 
walked him to school that morning, like 

she was supposed to ... But then Missy meets Luke — a new 
classmate she cannot stop thinking about. Luke understands 
what she is going through more than anybody, but will Missy 
ever be able to let him in?

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / GRIEVING  $15.95
9781770866492 | Paperback | 240 pages

The Marrow Thieves Series

#1 National Best-Seller

Award Winning Marrow Thieves Series

The Marrow Thieves
Cherie Dimaline
 GRADES 10+
The Indigenous peoples of North 
America are being hunted and 
harvested for their bone marrow, 
which carries the key to recovering 
something the rest of the population 
has lost: the ability to dream. In 
this dark world, Frenchie and his 
companions struggle to survive as 
they make their way up north to the 
old lands. For now, survival means 
staying hidden - but what they don’t know 
is that one of them holds the secret to 
defeating the marrow thieves.

FICTION  $16.95
Paperback | 234 pages
9781770864863

Hunting by Stars
Cherie Dimaline
GRADE SEVEN
The thrilling follow-up to the 
bestselling, award-winning novel The 
Marrow Thieves, about a dystopian 
world where the Indigenous people of 
North America are being hunted for 
their bone marrow and ability to dream.

FICTION  $16.99
Paperback | 408 pages
9780735269651

Available
April 12, 2022

Available
May 14, 2022
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Akhwatsirehkó:wa – 
My Big Family
Brennor Jacobs,
Brendan Bomberry
GRADES FIVE+
Brendan Bomberry and 
Brennor Jacobs explore how 
the game of lacrosse has 
spiritually, emotionally, and 

intellectually aided players from all around the world, through 
their differing experiences within the sport.

SPORTS / TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $75.00
Paperback | 450 pages
9781989431269

Beginnings: The Homeward 
Journey of Donovan 
Manypenny
Thomas D. Peacock
GRADES ELEVEN+
This book will resonate with anyone 
who longs to make the journey home, 
wherever that may be, as well those 
who seek or have experienced cultural 
or spiritual awakening, and healing.

The 500 Years of 
Indigenous Resistance 
Comic Book: Revised 
and Expanded
Gord Hill
GRADES ELEVEN+
With strong, plain language 
and evocative illustrations, 
this revised and expanded 
edition of The 500 Years 
of Indigenous Resistance 

Comic Book reveals the tenacity and perseverance of 
Indigenous peoples as they endured 500-plus years of 
genocide, massacre, torture, rape, displacement, and 
assimilation: a necessary antidote to conventional 
histories of the Americas.

MEMOIR  $22.30
Paperback | 188 pages
9780998601052

HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $19.95
Paperback | 144 pages
9781551528526

Creeboy
Teresa Wouters
GRADES EIGHT TO GRADE TWELVE
Set in the 2000s on the fictional reserve 
of Pâ-ko-sey-i-mo-min, Alberta, 16-year-
old Josh “Creeboy” navigates the world 
of Indigenous gang life.

We All Go Back to the Land
The Who, Why, and How of Land 
Acknowledgements
Suzanne Keeptwo
GRADES EIGHT TO GRADE TWELVE
Since the release of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Report in 2015, Land 
or Territorial Acknowledgments have 
been sweeping the nation. Academic 
conferences, government press 
conferences, cultural events, and even 
hockey games now often begin with an 
acknowledgment of the Original Peoples of the lands they are 
situated upon.  Initially, Land Acknowledgments may have made 
an impact as most Canadians didn’t know which Indigenous 
Land base their suburb or city or town was built upon, but most 
acknowledgements now have a standardized, token feel to them.

20.12m: A Short Story Collection of a 
Life Lived as a Road Allowance Métis
Arnolda Dufour Bowes
GRADES ELEVEN+
This book celebrates and acknowledges the 
humble living conditions of Métis Road Allowance 
families and it exemplifies their grit and tenacity 
to survive and indeed succeed in the face of so 
many hardships.

LIFE SKILLS AND CHOICES  $14.95
Paperback | 128 pages
9781459416789

INDIGENOUS STUDIES / LAND-BASED LEARNING  $24.95
9781550598674 | Paperback | 432 pages

MÉTIS / SHORT STORIES  $20.00
9781926795997 | Paperback | 75 pages

Changing Canadian History: The Life 
and Works of Olive Patricia Dickason
Darren R. Préfontaine
GRADES ELEVEN+
The first full-length biography of this trailblazing 
icon who forever changed how Indigenous history 
is viewed in Canada.

BIOGRAPHY / HISTORY $30.00
Paperback | 445 pages
9781926795843
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Secret Path  
Gord Downie
Jeff Lemire
GRADES EIGHT +
Secret Path is a ten song 
digital download album by Gord 
Downie with a graphic novel by 
illustrator Jeff Lemire that tells 
the story of Chanie “Charlie” 
Wenjack, a twelve-year-old 
boy who died in flight from the 

Cecilia Jeffrey Indian Residential School fifty years ago.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $26.99
9781501155949 | Paperback | 96 pages

You Are the Medicine
13 Moons of Indigenous Wisdom, 
Ancestral Connection, and Animal 
Spirit Guidance
Asha Frost
GRADES TWELVE+
Indigenous Medicine Woman Asha 
Frost invites readers to learn the 
healing medicine of the 13 Ojibway 
moons and the spirit animals that 
will guide their wisdom journey.

Indians on Vacation
A Novel
Thomas King
GRADES TWELVE+
Inspired by a handful of postcards sent 
nearly a hundred years ago, Bird and 
Mimi attempt to trace long-lost uncle 
Leroy and the family medicine bundle he 
took with him to Europe. By turns witty, 
sly and poignant, this is the unforgettable 
tale of one couple’s holiday in Europe, 

where their wanderings through its famous capitals reveal a 
complicated history, both personal and political.

Life Stages and Native Women
Memory, Teachings, and Story Medicine
Kim Anderson
GRADES TWELVE+
A rare and inspiring guide to the 
health and well-being of Aboriginal 
women and their communities. The 
process of “digging up medicines” - of 
rediscovering the stories of the past - 
serves as a powerful healing force in the 
decolonization and recovery of Aboriginal 

communities. In Life Stages and Native Women, Kim Anderson 
shares the teachings of fourteen elders from the Canadian 
prairies and Ontario to illustrate how different life stages were 
experienced by Metis, Cree, and Anishinaabe girls and women 
during the mid-twentieth century.

Journal of a Travelling Girl
Nadine Neema
GRADES TWELVE+
This fictional coming-of-age story traces 
a young girl’s reluctant journey by canoe 
through the ancestral lands of the Tli?cho 
People, as she gradually comes to 
understand and appreciate their culture 
and the significance of their fight for self-
government.

I Place You into the Fire
Poems
Rebecca Thomas
GRADES TWELVE+
The incisive and vital first poetry 
collection from Mi’kmaw spoken-
word poet and former poet laureate of 
Kjipuktuk (Halifax), Nova Scotia.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $23.99
9781401963507 | Paperback | 280 pages

FICTION  $32.99
9781443460545 | Hardcover | 304 pages

INDIGENOUS STUDIES  $27.95
9780887557262 | Paperback | 240 pages

FICTION  $12.95
9781772033175 | Paperback | 144 pages

POETRY  $18.95
9781771088855 | Paperback | 128 pages

A Perfect Likeness
Richard Wagamese
GRADES TWELVE+
In this combined volume, A Perfect 
Likeness, two previously published 
novellas by Richard Wagamese, Him 
Standing and The Next Sure Thing, are 
brought together. In Him Standing, Lucas 
Smoke learns the art of carving from his 
grandfather. He discovers that he is a 
natural; he can literally make people come 
to life in wood. But when Lucas is asked 
to carve a spirit mask by a mysterious stranger, he quickly learns 
that his skill with a knife could cost him his dreams. In The Next 
Sure Thing, Cree Thunderboy has two things he does well: playing 
blues guitar and picking winning horses at the track. Picking 
winners is just meant to be a means to an end—Cree’s goal is to 
make his living playing the blues. He meets a powerful man at the 
racetrack who convinces him he can parlay his special skill with 
the horses into a shot at the fame and fortune he seeks.

NOVELLAS  $19.95
9781459828360 | Paperback | 224 pages
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Grades five to nine

A Name Earned (Book 3)
Tim Tingle
After overcoming years of 
trouble with his alcoholic father 
and surviving a near-death car 
accident, Bobby Byington—for the 
first time in his life—has a strong 
family. His parents are reunited, 
his father has turned away from 
the bottle, and he is a starter on 
the basketball team at his high 
school. But the door to trouble 
never stays closed.

Trust Your Name (Book 4)
Tim Tingle
In Trust Your Name, Bobby and 
Cherokee Johnny are Cherokee 
Panthers and friends with Lloyd. 
When coach Robinson announces 
that he will coaching a Choctaw 
Nation team, Bobby and Cherokee 
Johnny jump at the chance to play 
in the summer basketball season, 
along with other Panthers. Forming 
the Achukma, meaning good, the 
players spend time getting to know 
how each player’s strengths fit into 
their team. When they play a team 
from another town, they confront 
racism and their championship is at 
stake.

No More No Name (Book 2)
Tim Tingle
A strong-willed and determined high 
school basketball player Bobby, 
must carve a path through the dark 
world of his father’s alcoholism 
and angry nature. In the second 
book, No More No Name, Bobby’s 
mother returns home, and Bobby’s 
basketball team, galvanized by his 
impressive shooting skills, begins 
to win. But trouble looms when his 
father’s cravings resurface.

Name Your Mountain
(Book 5)
Tim Tingle
Name Your Maintain by Tim Tingle (Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma) is part of the Pathfinders series. 
In Name Your Mountain everything is looking great for Bobby Byington and his best friend Cherokee 
Johnny as their high school basketball team prepares for an important game. But just when things 
seem to be going really well, someone tries to take the life of Cherokee Johnny’s father. Bobby is 
determined to help his friend’s family but feels useless until he gets some Indigenous ideas that 
can aid the police. When the night of the big game arrives, Johnny and his family are allowed out of 
hiding so he can play. The actino on the court provides a riveting backdrop for his suspense-filled 

No Name (Book 1)
Tim Tingle
Inspired by the traditional 
Choctaw story, No Name, this 
modern adaptation features a 
present-day Choctaw teenager 
surviving tough family times. 
Abandoned by his mother, Bobby 
Byington is left along with his 
mean-spirited, abusive father. 
The one place the teen can find 
peace is on the neighborhood 
basketball court. Following his 
father’s alcohol troubles, Bobby’s 
reunite and Bobby brings the 

lessons learned to his school team 
as another student deals with an 
alcoholic parent.

High Interest / Low Level Books.
This series of novels are written at a lower reading evel but with high-interest, age-appropriate plots. Designed for 
reluctant readers ages 12 and up. These books feature linear story lines, limited vocabulary, and short sentences. The 
main characters in all the titles are Indigenous teens and the stories all include references to traditional ways. The 
layout and print size also contributes in making the books easier to read.

FICTION / CHARACTER EDUCATION  $13.95
Paperback | 160 pages
9781939053060

FICTION / CHARACTER 
EDUCATION  $13.95
Paperback | 160 pages
9781939053060

FICTION / CHARACTER 
EDUCATION  $13.95
Paperback | 160 pages
9781939053183

FICTION / CHARACTER EDUCATION  $13.95
9781939053206 | Paperback | 160 pages

FICTION / CHARACTER 
EDUCATION  $13.95
Paperback | 160 pages
9781939053060

FICTION  $12.95
9781772033175 | Paperback | 144 pages
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This Place 
150 Years Retold
Alicia Elliott
GRADES NINE +
Explore the past 150 years 
through the eyes of Indigenous 
creators in this groundbreaking 
graphic novel anthology. 
Beautifully illustrated, these 
stories are an emotional and 
enlightening journey through 
Indigenous wonder works, 
psychic battles, and time travel. 
See how Indigenous peoples have 

survived a post-apocalyptic world since Contact.

Dancing On Our Turtle’s 
Back
Stories of Nishnaabeg Re-Creation, 
Resurgence, and a New Emergence
Leanne Simpson 
GRADES TWELVE +
Simpson explores philosophies 
and pathways of regeneration, 
resurgence, and a new emergence 
through the Nishnaabeg language, 
Creation Stories, walks with Elders 
and children, celebrations and 
protests, and meditations on these 

experiences. She stresses the importance of illuminating 
Indigenous intellectual traditions to transform their 
relationship to the Canadian state.

CREATION STORIES  $24.95
Paperback | 164 pages
9781894037501

HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $36.00
Paperback Graphic Novel | 296 pages
9781553797586

The Outside Circle: A 
Graphic Novel
Patti LaBoucane-Benson
GRADES TWELVE +
A framework for building resilience 
in Canadian Indigenous families, 
Metis counsellor Patti Laboucane-
Benson presents a fictionalized 
graphic novel that reads as a crime 
novel. 
Pete, a young Indigenous man 
wrapped up in gang violence, lives with his younger brother, 
Joey, and his mother who is a heroin addict. One night, 
Pete and his mother’s boyfriend, Dennis, get into a big fight, 
which sends Dennis to the morgue and Pete to jail. Initially, 
Pete keeps up ties to his crew, until a jail brawl forces him 
to realize the negative influence he has become on Joey, 
which encourages him to begin a process of rehabilitation 
that includes traditional Indigenous healing circles and 
ceremonies. 

GRAPHIC NOVEL  $19.95
9781770899377 | Paperback Graphic Novel | 127 pages

The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee
David Treuer
GRADES TWELVE+
A sweeping history—and counter-
narrative—of Native American life from the 
Wounded Knee massacre to the present.

HISTORY  $23.00
Paperback | 528 pages
9780399573194

Seen but Not Seen
Donald B. Smith
GRADES TWELVE+
Seen but Not Seen explores the history 
of Indigenous marginalization and 
why non-Indigenous Canadians failed 
to recognize Indigenous societies 
and cultures as worthy of respect. 
Supported by documentary records 
spanning over nearly two centuries, 
Seen but Not Seen covers fresh ground 
in the history of settler-Indigenous 
relations.

Richard Wagamese Selected
What Comes from Spirit
Richard Wagamese
GRADES TWELVE+
. Drawing from Wagamese’s essays 
and columns, along with preserved 
social media and blog posts, this 
beautifully designed volume is a 
tribute to Wagamese’s literary legacy. 
Wagamese shared his journey through 
writing, encouraging others to do the 
same.

HISTORY  $32.95
9781442627703 | Paperback | 488 pages

HEALTH / WELLNESS  $24.95
9781771622752 | Hardcover | 176 pages
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TRADITIONAL TEACHING $18.95
9781771622295 | Paperback | 192 pages

TRADITIONAL TEACHING $18.95
9781771621335 | Paperback | 140 pages

NON-FICTION / HISTORY
9780385664226 | Paperback | 314 pages  $22.00
9780385690164 | Hardcover | 303 pages  $45.00

One Drum
Stories and Ceremonies for a Planet
Richard Wagamese
GRADES 10+
One Drum: Stories and Ceremonies for a Planet tell 
a story as a way to explore how all of us can use 
universal spiritual truths to find harmony in our lives 
and communities through four simple ceremonies. The 
simple rituals honour the one song that we are and 
the one drum that guides us.The seven fundamental 
Anishinaabe truths in the Ojibway tradition recognize the 
principles required to live a good life, in a good way. 

Embers
One Ojibway’s Meditations
Richard Wagamese 
GRADES TWELVE +
In this carefully curated selection of everyday 
reflections, Richard Wagamese finds lessons in both 
the mundane and sublime as he muses on the universe, 
drawing inspiration from working in the bush--sawing 
and cutting and stacking wood for winter as well as the 
smudge ceremony to bring him closer to the Creator.

The Inconvenient Indian
A Curious Account of Native People in North America
Thomas King
GRADES ELEVEN +
This is a book both timeless and timely, burnished with 
anger but tempered by wit, and ultimately a hard-won 
offering of hope--a sometimes inconvenient but nonetheless 
indispensable account for all of us, First Nations and non-
First Nations alike, seeking to understand how we might tell 
a new story for the future.

The Creator’s Game
Lacrosse, Identity, and Indigenous 
Nationhood
Allan Downey
GRADES TWELVE +
Charts the history of lacrosse in 
Indigenous communities from the 
1860s to the 1990s, and how it has 
contributed to Indigenous identity 
formation. The title of the book is 
a reference to the Haudenosaunee 
understanding that lacrosse was a gift 
from the Creator.
The author pays tribute to this 
Haudenosaunee game iin his 
acknowledgements and references as 
he was fortunate to have many current 
and former players and coaches as well 
as knowledge keepers from Six Nations 
communities assist in the writing of 
the book. In addition to 56 archival and 
contemporary photographs the book 
invludes an extensive bibliography and 
comprehensive index.
Using interviews, storytelling, and 
archival research the author examines 
the importance of the game of lacrosse 
for First Nations in Canada and the 
United-States and includes the men’s 
game as well as the women’s game. 

HISTORY / SPORTS $48.95
Paperback | 364 pages
9780774836036

Warrior Spirit
Herman J. Viola
GRADES TWELVE+
For decades, American schoolchildren have learned only 
a smattering of facts about Native American peoples, 
especially when it comes to service in the U.S. military. 
Warrior Spirit, author Herman J. Viola sets the record 
straight by highlighting the military service—and major 
sacrifices—of Native American soldiers and veterans in the 
U.S. armed services.

HISTORY  $26.95
9780806180311 | Paperback | 168 pages

Available
March 17, 2022
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All Our Relations
Finding the Path Forward
Tanya Talaga
GRADES ELEVEN +
Indigenous experience in colonized nations is startlingly similar and deeply disturbing. It is an expe-
rience marked by the violent separation of Peoples from the land, the separation of families, and the 
separation of individuals from traditional ways of life. As a result of this colonial legacy, many today 
lack the basics of health—income, employment, education, a safe environment, health services–lead-
ing to a mental health and youth suicide crisis on a global scale.
This book is a powerful call for action, justice, and a better, more equitable world for all Indigenous 
Peoples.

One Good Story, That One
Thomas King
GRADES TEN +
A collection of 10 short stories 
that include One Good Story That 
One; Totem; Magpies; Trap Lines; 
How Corporal Colin Sterling Saved 
Blossom, Alberta, and Most of the 
Rest of the World as Well; The One 
about Coyote Going West; A Seat 
in the Garden; Joe the Painter and 
the Deer Island Massacre; A Coyote 
Columbus Story; and Borders. These short stories deal 
with themes of the Trickster, identity, injustice, family, and 
maintaining one’s cultural traditions. 

Turtle Island
The Story of North America’s First People
Eldon Yellowhorn
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
This book goes back to the Ice Age to 
give young readers a glimpse of what 
life was like. It refers to a First Nations 
myth that explains how North and Central 
America were formed on the back of a 
turtle. A wide variety of topics are featured, from the animals, 
what people ate, and how they adapted to their surroundings.

The Truth About Stories
Thomas King 
GRADES TEN +
Beginning with a traditional Indigenous 
oral story, King weaves his way 
through literature and history, religion 
and politics, popular culture and social 
protest, explaining North America’s 
relationship with its Indigenous 
peoples.

Aboriginal Peoples in 
Canada  Kevin Reed
GRADE TEN
The chapters in this book are 
organized into 4 key units: Identities 
and Cultures; The Land; Governance; 
and Communities. The histories and 
cultures of First Nations, Metis, and 
Inuit peoples in Canada; specific 
topics include: residential schools, 
health and child welfare, family roles 

and responsibilities, economic development, the Indian Act, 
land rights, modern treaties, youth, languages, Elders, and 
leadership.

Aboriginal Beliefs, Values 
and Aspirations  
Barbara Filion
GRADE ELEVEN
Co-published by Pearson Education 
Canada and GoodMinds.com, this 
text utilized a collaborative process 
involving First Nations, Metis, Inuit 
and non-Indigenous teachers, cultural 
consultants, advisors, language 
consultants, artists, editors, and writers. 
A student Indigenous Studies book that is informative, 
respectful, and engaging in its format and content. 
Numerous colour photographs, maps, charts assist students 
in their learning about the beliefs, values, and aspirations of 
Canadian Indigenous people in the past, present and future.

FIRST NATIONS TRADITIONS & CULTURE  $89.41
9780135106495 | Hardcover | 416 pages

FIRST NATIONS TRADITIONS & CULTURE  $89.41
9780135106518 | Hardcover | 342 pages

SHORT STORIES  $16.95
Paperback | 147 pages
0006485251

CREATION STORIES  $16.95
Paperback | 116 pages
9781554519439

HISTORY / STORYTELLING  $19.95
Paperback | 208 pages
9780887846960

NON-FICTION  $19.95
Paperback | 262 pages
9781487005733

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $116.50
9780135106501 | Hardcover  | 416 pages

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $116.50
9780132456159 |  Hardcover  | 342 pages
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An Anthology of Canadian 
Native Literature In English 
5th Ed.
Daniel David Moses
GRADES TEN +
This volume showcases the wealth 
and complexity of Native literature. 
The writers explore a broad range of 
issues from family relationships to 
Aboriginal rights. This introduction to 
Native Canadian literature is highly 
recommended.
New material in this edition includes 

the works of George Blondin, Louis Bird, Thomas King, Brian 
Maracle, Michael Kusugak, Emma LaRocque, Rita Bouvier, 
Joseph Boyden, and Rosanna Deerchild.

LITERATURE  $99.99
Paperback | 690 pages
9780199031719

Women of the Métis Nation
Lawrence J. Barkwell, Leah Marie 
Dorion,
Anne Carrière-Acco
GRADES TWELVE+
Containing hundreds of biographies, 
Women of the Métis Nation is an 
ambitious role model book that 
documents more than 200 years of 
trailblazing Métis women.

Native Poetry in Canada
Jeannette Armstrong, Lally Grauer
GRADES ELEVEN+
Native Poetry in Canada: A 
Contemporary Anthology is the 
only collection of its kind. It brings 
together the poetry of many authors 
whose work has not previously been 
published in book form alongside that 
of critically-acclaimed poets, thus 
offering a record of Native cultural 
revival as it emerged through poetry 
from the 1960s to the present. The poets included here adapt 
English oratory and, above all, a sense of play.

Bkejwanong Dbaajmowinan/
Stories of Where the Waters 
Divide
Monty McGahey II
GRADES TWELVE+
Bkejwanong Dbaajmowinan is a 
collection of stories from these elders, 
who understand the vital importance 
of passing on the language to future 
generations in order to preserve the 
beloved language and legacy of the 
community.

Walking Softly
Thomas D. Peacock
GRADES TWELVE+
What goes into the making of a tribal 
elder? We find some answers in the 
story of Edward James Bainbridge. 
Written like a memoir in first person, his 
story provides rich lessons in resilience, 
hope, and faith.

MÉTIS HISTORY  $30.00
9781926795812 | Paperback | 235 pages

POETRY  $35.75
9781551112008 | Paperback | 360 pages

SHORT STORIES / TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $38.42
9781938065125 | Paperback | 188 pages

MEMOIR  $23.25
Paperback | 150 pages
9780989047890

The Night Watchman
Louise Erdrich
GRADES TWELVE+
Based on the extraordinary life 
of National Book Award-winning 
author Louise Erdrich’s grandfather 
who worked as a night watchman 
and carried the fight against Native 
dispossession from rural North Dakota 
all the way to Washington, D.C., this 
powerful novel explores themes of love 
and death with lightness and gravity 

and unfolds with the elegant prose, sly humor, and depth of 
feeling of a master craftsman.
LITERATURE  $22.00
Paperback | 464 pages
9780062671196

The Death of Sitting Bear
N. Scrott Momaday
GRADES TWELVE+
Pulitzer Prize winner and celebrated 
American master N. Scott Momaday 
returns with a radiant collection of more 
than 200 new and selected poems 
rooted in Native American oral tradition.
POETRY  $35.99
Hardcover | 192 pages
9780062961150
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Seven Fallen Feathers
Racism, Death, and Hard Truths in a 
Northern City
Tanya Talaga
GRADES 10+
Seven Fallen Feathers: Racism, Death, 
and Hard Truths in a Northern City 
recounts with clarity and honesty the 
truths surrounding the lives of seven 
Indigenous teenagers who lost their 
lives while attending high school in 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. Jethro Anderson, Curran Strang, Robyn 
Harper, Paul Panacheese, Reggie Bushie, Kyle Morrisseau, 
and Jordan Wabasse attended secondary school to further 
their education because their northern home communities 
lacked such basic facilities. Between 2001 and 2011 these 
seven students lost their lives in circumstances that that many 
readers will conclude are unacceptable. It begins with the 
story of  Chanie “Charlie” Wenjack (January 19,1954 - October 
23, 1966) was an Ojibwe boy who ran away from Cecelia 
Jeffrey Residential School.
He died of hunger and exposure while trying to walk 600 km 
(370 mi) back to his home.

Tilly
A Story of Hope and Resilience
Monique Gray Smith
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
This creative non-fiction book 
tells the story of a young 
Indigenous woman coming of 
age in Canada in the 1980s. 
With compassion, insight and 
humour, Gray Smith illuminates 
the 20th-century history 

of Canada’s First Peoples—forced displacement, 
residential schools, tuberculosis hospitals, the Sixties 
Scoop. In a spirit of hope, this unique story captures 
the irrepressible resilience of Tilly, and of Indigenous 
peoples everywhere.

Peace Pipe Dreams
The Truth about Lies 
about Indians
Darrell Dennis
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
Employing pop culture examples, 
personal anecdote and a cutting wit, 
Darrell Dennis deftly weaves history 
with current events to entertain, 
inform and provide a convincing, 
readable overview of First Nations 
issues and why they matter today.

NON-FICTION  $22.95
9781487002268 | Paperback | 361 pages

NON-FICTION / RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS $19.95
Paperback | 207 pages
9781550392098

NON-FICTION  $19.95
9781771000406 | Paperback | 224 pages

Mink Returns to Tkaronto
Lee Maracle
GRADES TWELVE+
Mink Returns to Tkaronto is a novel 
about a spirit’s return to earth, its 
experience in the physical world, and 
its development and growth. Paralleled 
with this, the novel is also an exploration 
of how Turtle Island’s geography and 
ecosystems have been manipulated and 
changed.

Where the Dead Sit Talking
Brandon Hobson
GRADES TWELVE+
With his single mother in jail, Sequoyah, 
a fifteen-year-old Cherokee boy, is 
placed in foster care with the Troutt 
family. Literally and figuratively scarred 
by his mother’s years of substance 
abuse, Sequoyah keeps mostly to 
himself, living with his emotions 
pressed deep below the surface. At 
least until he meets seventeen-year-old 

Rosemary, a troubled artist who also lives with the family.

Black Water
Family, Legacy, and Blood Memory
David A. Robertson
GRADES TWELVE+
Arhur Manuel and Grand Chief Ron Derrickson 
bring a fresh perspective and bold new ideas 
to Canada’s most glaring piece of unfinished 
business: the place of Indigenous peoples within 
the country’s political and economic space.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $24.95
Paperback | 296 pages
9781770866638

FICTION / FOSTER CARE  $20.00
Paperback | 288 pages
9781641290173

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
9781443457781 | Paperback | 288 pages  $19.99
9781443457767 | Hardcover | 288 pages  $32.99

Available
August 13, 2022
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Betty
The Helen Betty Osborne Story 
David Alexander Robertson
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
Helen Betty Osborne (1952-1971), known as Betty to her closest friends and family, dreamed of 
becoming a teacher. She left her home to attend residential school and high school in a small 
town in Manitoba. On November 13, 1971, Betty was abducted and brutally murdered by four 
young men. Initially met with silence and indifference, her tragic murder resonates loudly today. 
Betty represents one of almost 1,200 Indigenous women in Canada who have been murdered 
or gone missing. In this revised edition the author has made the connection between Betty’s 
aspirations and life story to the current call for an inquiry into missing and murdered Indigenous 
girls and women. This book is a true account.

NON-FICTION / BIOGRAPHY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $18.95
Paperback Graphic Novel | 30 pages
9781553795445

Moving Forward 
A Collection about Truth and 
Reconciliation
Tracey MacDonald
GRADES TEN TO TWELVE
This collection includes short 
stories, poems, essays, and art 
created by First Nations, Inuit, and 
Metis authors and artists on the 
topic of Truth and Reconciliation 
as they relate to residential 
schools. Each selection includes 

Before, During, and After questions and activities 
that support English Language Arts grades 10 to 12 
curricula from across the country. The volume contains 
a speech written by Justice Murray Sinclair about the 
meaning of reconciliation. An outstanding and relevant 
collection for students addressing the TRC’s Call to 
Action through literature.

TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION  $27.44
Paperback  | 88 pages
9780176877408

Legacy
Waubgeshig Rice
GRADES TEN +
A legacy work of fiction that not 
only takes the reader on a very 
personal and emotional ride, but 
also addresses important social 
and cultural issues affecting the 
relationship between Canadian 
society and the People of Turtle 
Island.

FICTION / RELATIONSHIPS  
Paperback  | 210 pages  $18.95
9781926886343

Nation to Nation
A Resource on Treaties in Ontario
Maurice Switzer
GRADES ELEVEN +

The Union of Ontario Indians designed to inform readers 
and students about First Nations treaties in Ontario. Edited 
by Maurice Switzer the book has a definition section and 
background about treaties in general, treaties between First 
Nations, the Royal Proclamation of 1763, Indian treaties in 
Canada, and a timeline showing Indian treaties in Ontario.

TREATIES  $40.00
Paperback  | 68 pages
9780986821110

Strength and Struggle: 
Perspectives from First Nations, Inuit, 
and Metis Peoples in Canada
Rachel A. Mischenene
GRADES TEN TO TWELVE
A rich array of short stories, poetry, 
music lyrics, graphic art, articles, 
essays, and other pieces that will 
have you laughing, crying, talking, and 
thinking. It’s a true celebration of First 
Nations, Inuit, and Metis writing and 
art. Organized according to current 
issues such as social justice, identity, 
traditional teachings and cultural 
regions. It also includes biographies 
and photographs of the 30 authors, 
reading activities, summaries of the 
authors’ intentions in writing their 
selections, visual elements, and a 
glossary of literary terms.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $29.44
Paperback | 149 pages
9780176877699
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Highway of Tears
Jessica McDiarmid
GRADES ELEVEN +
An account of Indigenous women and girls who have gone missing or have been found murdered 
through stories of their lives .The 725-kilometre stretch of highway in British Columbia known as 
Highway of Tears or Highway 16, includes the River Skeena, and has sparked a national crisis of 
tragedy and travesty for the missing and murdered women and girls who are associated with it. 
Highway of Tears recognizes that we can try to understand what has happened, where we went 
wrong, address the myriad factors that make Indigenous women and girls vulnerable to ensure it 
doesn’t happen again and to remember them and which is the focus of this book.

KC Adams
Perception: A Photo Series
KC Adams, Katherena Vermette, 
Cathy Mattes
GRADES NINE +
A collection of 32 thought-provoking 
black and white images of First 
Nation, Inuit and Metis men and 
women living in Winnipeg during 
2014. This photography and book 
project was inspired by racist 

comments made by a non-Indigenous political candidate 
about Indigenous people. These comments indicated a level 
of racial discrimination remained active and commonplace in 
this large urban centre.

NON-FICTION / ART / SOCIAL ISSUES  $34.00
Hardcover  | 120 pages
9781553797869

MISSING & MURDERED WOMEN & GIRLS  $34.00
9780385687591 | Paperback | 332 pages

Unravelling Canada
Sylvia Olsen
GRADES TWELVE+
Author and knitter Sylvia Olsen explores 
Canada’s history, landscape, economy and 
social issues on a cross-country knitting-
themed road trip.

Me Tomorrow
Drew Hayden Taylor
GRADES TWELVE+
First Nations, Métis and Inuit artists, 
activists, educators and writers, youth 
and elders come together to envision 
Indigenous futures in Canada and 
around the world. For readers who want 
to imagine the future, and to cultivate 
a better one, Me Tomorrow is a journey 
through the visions generously offered by 
a diverse group of Indigenous thinkers.

Moving the Museum
Wanda Nanibush
GRADES TWELVE+
Features the work of First 
Nations artists. Drawing from 
stories about our origins and 
identities, the featured artists 
and essayists invite readers to 
engage with issues of land, water, 
transformation, and sovereignty 
and to contemplate the historic 

and future representation of Indigenous and Canadian art in 
museums.

HISTORY  $24.95
Paperback | 256 pages
9781771622868

SHORT STORIES  $22.95
Paperback | 224 pages
9781771622943

ART  $40.00
Hardcover | 270 pages
9781773102023

Decolonizing Wealth, Second Ed.
Edgar Villanueva
GRADES TWELVE+
This second edition expands the provocative 
analysis of the racist colonial dynamics at play 
in philanthropy and finance into other sectors 
and offers practical advice on how anyone can 
be a healer.

The Beadworkers
Beth Piatote
GRADES TWELVE+
Beth Piatote’s luminous debut collection 
opens with a feast, grounding its stories 
in the landscapes and lifeworlds of the 
Native Northwest, exploring the inventive 
and unforgettable pattern of Native 
American life in the contemporary world

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS  $25.95
Paperback | 240 pages
9781523091416

FICTION / SHORT STORIES  $24.00
9781640094277 | Paperback | 24 pages

Available
April 05, 2022
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NON-FICTION / MEMOIR  $19.95
9781553653127 | Paperback | 257 pages

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $19.95
9781771620802 | Paperback | 216 pages

One Native Life
Richard Wagamese
GRADES NINE +
Free of rhetoric and anger despite the 
horrors he has faced, Wagamese’s 
prose resonates with a peace that has 
come from acceptance. Acceptance 
is an Indigenous principle, and he has 
come to see that we are all neighbours 
here. One Native Life is his tribute to 
the people, the places and the events 
that have allowed him to stand in the 
sunshine and celebrate being alive.

One Story, One Song
Richard Wagamese
GRADES NINE +
Richard Wagamese again invites 
readers to accompany him on 
his travels. This time, his focus 
is on stories: how they shape 
us, how they empower us, how 
they change our lives. Ancient 
and contemporary, cultural and 
spiritual, funny and sad, the 
tales are grouped according 
to the four essential principles 

Ojibway traditional teachers sought to impart: humility, 
trust, introspection and wisdom.

Call Me Indian
Fred Sasakamoose
GRADES TWELVE+
This isn’t just a hockey story; 
Sasakamoose’s groundbreaking 
memoir sheds piercing light on 
Canadian history and Indigenous 
politics, and follows this extraordinary 
man’s journey to reclaim pride in 
an identity and a heritage that had 
previously been used against him.

BIOGRAPHY / SPORTS  $32.00
Hardcover | 288 pages
9780735240018

The Theatre of Regret
David Gaertner 
GRADES TWELVE+
The Theatre of Regret reveals the role 
that Indigenous and allied literatures in 
challenging state-centred discourses of 
reconciliation in Canada.

INDIGENOUS STUDIES
Hardcover | 320 pages  $89.95
9780774865357

The Reckoner Rises Vol. 1
Breakdown
David A. Robertson
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
After the events in Wounded Sky, 
Cole and Eva arrive in Winnipeg, the 
headquarters of Mihko Laboratories. 
They are intent on destroying the 
company once and for all, but their 
plans are thwarted when a new threat 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION  $21.95
9781553799672 | Paperback | 72 pages

graphic novels
The Reckoner Rises Vol. 2
Version Control
David A. Robertson
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
After finding out Mihko reinstated the 
Reckoner Initiative in Breakdown, Cole 
and Eva confronted Mihko head-on. 
But when Eva stumbles across Mihko’s 
secret laboratory, she finds her worst 
nightmares come to life. What new 
terrors has Mihko created? Can they be 
stopped?

YOUNG ADULT FICTION  $21.95
9781553799672 | Paperback | 72 pages
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Reckoner
Rises S e r i e s

Available
April 26, 2022
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21 Things You May 
Not Know About The 
Indian Act
Helping Canadians Make 
Reconciliation with 
Indigenous Peoples a Reality
Bob Joseph
GRADES 10+
This book is an essential 
guide to understanding 
the legal document and its 
repercussion on generations 
of First Nations.Since its 
creation in 1876, the Indian 
Act has shaped, controlled, 

and constrained the lives and opportunities of First 
Nations, and is at the root of many enduring stereotypes. 
In the first 105 pages, the author writes about the history 
of this legislation that defines a First Nation person 
from birth to death. Using everyday language, he allows 
students as well as the general public access to a piece 
of legislation not many Canadians understand. The 
remainder of the book provides lists such as a chronology 
of residential school history, the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission’s Calls to Action, and terminology.

Talking Back To The 
Indian Act
Critical Readings in Settler 
Colonial Histories
Mary-Ellen Kelm and 
Keith Smith
GRADES ELEVEN +
Talking Back to the Indian Act 
is a comprehensive “how-to” 
guide for engaging with primary 
source documents. The intent 
of the book is to encourage 
readers to develop the skills 
necessary to converse with 

primary sources in more refined and profound ways. 
Through an analysis of thirty-five sources pertaining 
to the Indian Act—addressing governance, gender, 
enfranchisement, and land—the authors provide readers 
with a much better understanding of this pivotal piece of 
legislation, as well as insight into the dynamics involved 
in its creation and maintenance.

Unsettling Canada
A National Wake-Up Call
Arthur Manuel
GRADES TWELVE +
Unsettling Canada is a unique 
collaboration between two First 
Nations leaders, Arthur Manuel 
and Grand Chief Ron Derrickson. 
Together, they bring a fresh 
perspective and new ideas to 
Canada’s piece of unfinished 
business: the place of Indigenous 
peoples within the country’s 
political and economic space. 

The book traces both of their struggles against the colonialist 
and often racist structures that have been erected to keep 
Indigenous peoples in their place in Canada. In the final 
chapters and in the Grand Chief’s after word, they not only set 
out a plan for a new sustainable Indigenous economy, but lay 
out a road map for getting there.

Original Instructions
Indigenous Teachings for a 
Sustainable Future
Melissa K. Nelson
GRADES ELEVEN +
A collection of 35 articles, 
papers, and speeches 
that provides Indigenous 
Peoples perspectives on the 
environment. Indigenous 
cultures include Pueblo, San, 
Ethiopian, Andean, Hawaiian, 
Miwok, Cree, Raramuri, 

Aymara, Ojibwe, Mohawk, Seneca, Cherokee, and 
Chicano. Suitable resource for courses about Indigenous 
perspectives worldwide.

NON-FICTION / JUSTICE & LAW  $19.95
Paperback | 273 pages
9780995266520

INDIGENOUS TEACHINGS / STEWARDSHIP $24.00
Paperback | 359 pages
9781591430797

INDIGENOUS STUDIES $29.95
Paperback | 320 pages
9781771131766

NON-FICTION / JUSTICE & LAW $33.95
Paperback | 248 pages
9781487587352
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Indigenous Canada:
Looking Forward/Looking Back
Tracy Bear, Paul L. Gareau
GRADES TWELVE+
Breaking with the dated, colonial 
pedagogy and perspectives embedded in 
most Canadian history books, this book 
engages with Indigenous perspectives 
and worldviews to present an Indigenous 
account of the complex relationship 
Indigenous peoples have with Canada - 
now and in the past.

INDIGENOUS STUDIES  $27.95
9781459416925 | Paperback | 224 pages

Motorcycles & Sweetgrass
Drew Hayden Taylor
GRADES TWELVE+
A beloved story of magic, family, a 
mysterious stranger, and a band of 
marauding raccoons.
An exploration of political, religious, and 
cultural challenges combined with a 
lighthearted playfulness, Motorcycles & 
Sweetgrass is a poignant and charming 
story for the ages.

Firekeeper’s Daughter
Angeline Boulley
GRADES TWELVE+
Eightee-year old Daunis Fontaine 
agrees to go undercover, drawing on 
her knowledge of chemistry and Ojibwe 
traditional medicine to track down the 
source of a new lethal drug. Daunis 
must learn what it means to be a strong 
Anishinaabe kwe (Ojibwe woman) and 
how far she’ll go for her community, 
even if it tears apart the only world 
she’s ever known.

Think Indigenous
Doug Good Feather
GRADES TWELVE+
A guide to integrating indigenous thinking 
into modern life for a more interconnected 
and spiritual relationship with our fellow 
beings, Mother Earth, and the natural ways 
of the universe.

FICTION  $22.00
9781039000612 | Paperback | 360 pages YOUNG ADULT FICTION  $25.99

9781250766564 | Hardcover | 496 pages
AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $29.95
9782897543747 | Paperback | 496 pages

INDIGENOUS PHILOSOPHY  $22.99
9781401956165 | Paperback | 176 pages

alterNatives
Drew Hayden Taylor 
GRADES TWELVE +
A Play by Ojibwe playwright sets the stage with a very liberal contemporary couple, Angel, an urban 
Native science fiction writer, and Colleen, a non-practising Jewish intellectual who teaches Native 
literature as the pair hosts a dinner party. The guests at this little sitcom soiree are couples that 
represent what by now have become the cliched extremes of both societies: Angel’s former radical 
Native activist buddies and Colleen’s environmentally concerned vegetarian / veterinarian friends. 
The menu is, of course, the hosts’ respectful attempt at shorthand for the irreconcilable cultural 

differences about to come to a head during the evening: moose roast and vegetarian lasagna.
FICTION / PLAYS  $18.95
9780889224285 | Paperback | 144 pages

truth & bright water
Thomas King
GRADES TEN  +
About two youths living along the Montana - 
Alberta border. The small American town is 
called Truth; and the reserve just across the 
border is called Bright Water. The easy to 
read style contains themes of love, betrayal, 
reconciliation, self-discovery and the search 
for meaning.

FICTION  $19.95
0006481965 | Paperback | 282 pages

Spílexm
Nicola I. Campbell
GRADES TWELVE +
Captivating and deeply moving, 
this story basket of memories tells 
one Indigenous woman’s journey of 
overcoming adversity and colonial 
trauma to find strength through creative 
works and traditional perspectives 
of healing, transformation, and 
resurgence. In this exceptional memoir, 

bestselling author Nicola I. Campbell deftly weaves together 
rich poetry and vivid prose to illustrate what it means to be an 
intergenerational survivor of Indian Residential Schools.

STORY TELLING /  $32.00
9781553799351 | Hardcover | 336 pages
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Indian Horse
Richard Wagamese
GRADES ELEVEN +
Indian Horse unfolds against the 
bleak loveliness of northern Ontario, 
all rock, marsh, bog and cedar. 
Wagamese writes with a spare 
beauty, penetrating the heart of a 
remarkable Ojibway man. Drawing 
on his great-grandfather’s mystical 
gift of vision, Saul Indian Horse 
comes to recognize the influence of 
everyday magic on his own life. In 
this wise and moving novel, Richard 
Wagamese shares that gift of magic 
with readers as well.

Cottagers and Indians 
Drew Hayden Taylor
GRADES ELEVEN +
An Anishnaabe man, Arthur Copper, 
decides to repopulate the lakes of 
his home territory with manoomin 
(wild rice), much to the disapproval 
of the local non-Indigenous 
cottagers. Based on real-life events 
in Ontario’s Kawartha Lakes region, 
Cottagers and Indians infuses 
contemporary conflicts between 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
sensibilities with warmth and 
humour.

Medicine River
Thomas King
GRADES NINE +
When Will returns to Medicine River, 
he thinks he is simply attending his 
mother’s funeral. He doesn’t count 
on Harlen Bigbear and his unique 
brand of community planning. 
Harlen tries to sell Will on the idea 
of returning to Medicine River 
to open shop as the town’s only 
Native photographer. Somehow, 
that’s exactly what happens. 
Through Will’s gentle and humorous 

narrative, we come to know Medicine River, a small Albertan 
town bordering a Blackfoot reserve.

The Rez Sisters
Tomson Highway
GRADES TWELVE +
The Rez Sisters is set on the fictional 
Wasaychigan Hill Indian Reserve, 
where the seven main characters 
try to beat the odds at the “world’s 
biggest bingo” game. The play is a 
powerful portrayal of Indigenous 
women in contemporary society 
and combines humour, tragedy and 
passion.

Starlight
Richard Wagamese
GRADES ELEVEN +
Starlight was unfinished at the 
time of Richard Wagamese’s death, 
yet every page radiates with his 
masterful storytelling, intense 
humanism, and insights that are as 
hard-earned as they are beautiful. 
With astonishing scenes set in the 
rugged backcountry of the B.C. 
Interior, and characters whose 
scars cut deep even as their journey 
toward healing and forgiveness 

lifts us, Starlight is a last gift to readers from a writer who 
believed in the power of stories to save us.
FICTION  $19.95
Paperback | 256 pages
9780771070877

FICTION / RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $21.95
Paperback | 232 pages
9781553654025

FICTION  $21.00
Paperback | 208 pages
9780143191148

FICTION / PLAYS  $16.95
Paperback | 72 pages
9781772012309

FICTION / PLAYS  $12.95
Paperback | 118 pages
092007944X

Picking Up The Pieces
Residential School Memories 
and the Making of the Witness 
Blanket
Carey Newman, 
Kirstie Hudson
GRADES 10+
Tells the story of the making 
of the Witness Blanket, a living 

work of art conceived by Carey Newman, Hayalthkin’geme, 
who is a multidisciplinary artist and master carver. In his 
artistic practice he strives to highlight Indigenous, social or 
environmental issues. The Witness Blanket includes hundreds 
of items collected from residential schools across Canada, 
everything from bricks, photos and letters to hockey skates, 
dolls and braids. It is a material witness to, and reflection of, 
the residential school experiences in Canada.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS / HISTORY / ART $39.95
9781459819955 | Paperback | 170 pages
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The School That Ate 
Children
Sara General
GRADES SEVEN TO TWELVE
Set in contemporary time two 
sisters, Maple and Eva, have 
experiences that have caused 
them extreme heartbreak. But 
when a kid at school bullies Eva, 
she takes drastic measures and 
signs a magical contract with 
a powerful witch who promises 
her a lifetime of freedom from 
pain. Little does she know, she 
will be giving up everything she loves, including 
her friends, family, and memories. Horrified by the 
witch’s duplicity, Maple sets out on a mission to 
free her sister. Aided by a shape shifting dog named 
Oakley, Maple’s journey brings her into contact with 
Tricksters, Wizards, Stone Giants and Whirlwinds. 
But with every step she takes—time is running out. 
Can Maple save her sister before it’s too late? Or will 
Eva be lost forever? 

FICTION  $12.99
Paperback | 139 pages
9780994004796

Pride & Rezjudice
Sara General
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
An Adaptation is a lighthearted 
retelling of a classic love story 
from an Indigenous perspective. 
Elizabeth Benedict lives with her 
parents and sisters on Smoke 
River First Nation. Intelligent, 
creative and passionate about 
language learning, Elizabeth 
dreams of leaving her community 
to pursue a career in the arts. 
When she’s accepted into the 

fine arts program of a renowned university, the pieces of 
her future appear to fall neatly into place. But Elizabeth’s 
plans are thrown up in the air when Charles Bingley and the 
handsome and infuriating Mr. Darcy arrive in Smoke River. 
Before long, the lives of Elizabeth and her sisters are turned 
upside down as they’re forced to navigate the tricky waters 
of courtship, romance, heartache and scandal before coming 
to the far shores of understanding, compassion and epic 
love.

Spirit & Intent
Short Stories
Sara General
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
An Adaptation is a lighthearted 
retelling of a classic love story from 
an Indigenous perspective. Elizabeth 
Benedict lives with her parents and 
sisters on Smoke River First Nation. 
Intelligent, creative and passionate 
about language learning, Elizabeth 
dreams of leaving her community to 
pursue a career in the arts.

FICTION  $14.99
Paperback | 221 pages
9781988882017

FICTION $11.99
9780994004703 | Paperback | 94 pages

Moon of the Custed Snow
Waubgeshig Rice
GRADES TEN+
With winter looming, a small northern Anishinaabe community 
goes dark. Cut off, people become passive and confused. 
Panic builds as the food supply dwindles. While the band 
council and a pocket of community members struggle to 
maintain order, an unexpected visitor arrives, escaping the 
crumbling society to the south. Soon after, others follow.

The community leadership loses its grip on power as the 
visitors manipulate the tired and hungry to take control of 
the reserve. Tensions rise and, as the months pass, so does 
the death toll due to sickness and despair. Frustrated by the 
building chaos, a group of young friends and their families 
turn to the land and Anishinaabe tradition in hopes of helping 
their community thrive again. Guided through the chaos by an 
unlikely leader named Evan Whitesky, they endeavor to restore 
order while grappling with a grave decision.

FICTION  $17.95
Paperback | 224 pages
9781770414006
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Grades eight+

Ghosts 
(Book 3)
In ‘Ghosts’ mysterious murders, shadowy figures, and high school life 
is hard but death can be harder. Cole Harper is dead. Reynold McCabe 
is alive and free. Mihko Laboratories has reopened the research 
facility and is working to manufacture and weaponize the illness that 
previously plagued Wounded Sky. People are missing.

Monsters 
(Book 2)
‘Monsters’ is the second young adult novel in The Reckoner Trilogy.  In 
this novel, the story continues and Cole Harper is struggling to settle 
into life in Wounded Sky First Nation. He may have stopped a serial 
killer, but the trouble is far from over.

Strangers 
(Book 1)
When Cole Harper is compelled to return to Wounded Sky First Nation, 
he finds his community in chaos. With the aid of an unhelpful spirit, a 
disfigured ghost, and his two oldest friends, Cole tries to figure out his 
purpose, and unravel the mysteries he left behind a decade ago. 

FICTION  $19.95
Paperback | 233 pages
9781553796763

FICTION  $19.95
Paperback | 249 pages
9781553797487

FICTION  $19.95
Paperback | 230 pages
9781553797623

The Reckoner Trilogy is a supernatural murder mystery for young adult readers. The trilogy will 
resonate with readers, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous through its relatable characters 
struggling with common teen problems: mental-health, family relationships, and belonging.

Author: David Alexander Robertson
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Ragged Company
Richard Wagamese
GRADES TWELVE +
Four chronically homeless people 
seek refuge in a warm movie 
theatre when a severe Arctic Front 
descends on the city.
During what is supposed to be a 
one-time event, this temporary 
refuge transfixes them. They fall in 
love with this new world, and once 
the weather clears, continue their 

trips to the cinema. 
A found cigarette package (contents: some unsmoked 
cigarettes, three $20 bills, and a lottery ticket) changes 
the fortune of this struggling set. The ragged company 
discovers they have won $13.5 million, but none of 
them can claim the money for lack proper identification. 
Enlisting the help of Granite, their lives, and fortunes, 
become forever changed. Ragged Company is a journey 
into both the future and the past. 

Keeper’N Me
Richard Wagamese 
GRADES TEN +
At three years old, Garnet Raven is taken 
from his home on an Ojibway reserve and 
placed in a series of foster homes. In his 
mid-teens, he escapes at the first available 
opportunity only to find himself cast adrift 
on the streets of the big city, trying to avoid 
its bleak underbelly. Garnet’s life is changed 
completely when he is initiated into the ways 
of the Ojibway by Keeper, a friend of his 
grandfather, and one of the last founts of their people’s history. 
Garnet comes to discover his sense of place—and of self.

Chasing Painted Horses
Drew Hayden Taylor
GRADE ELEVEN +
Chasing Painted Horses is the story 
of cold but happy Harry in spite of 
being destitute due to a negligent and 
schizophrenic society confused in 
its understanding of the relationship 
between Indigenous peoples and 
everybody else, in a so-called just, 
multicultural society. But Harry had 
talents coming from an oral culture. 
Ralph from Otter Lake reserve but 
now a Toronto Police officer meets Harry in curious 
circumstances. Danielle from Otter Lake reserve, who 
drew the original Horse on the Everything Wall, goes 
missing. Through friendship and heartache the group 
of friends Danielle, Ralph, Shelley and William, face the 
challenges of trying to help Danielle through her–and 
eventually their–interpretation of the Horse.

Monkey Beach
Eden Robinson
GRADES TWELVE +
Infused by turns with darkness 
and humour, Monkey Beach is a 
spellbinding voyage into the long, cool 
shadows of B.C.’s Coast Mountains, 
blending teen culture, Haisla lore, 
nature spirits and human tenderness 
into a multi-layered story of loss and 
redemption.

The Power of Style
How Fashion and Beauty Are Being 
Used to Reclaim Cultures
Christian Allaire
GRADES SEVEN+
style is not just the clothes on 
our backs - it is self-expression, 
representation, and transformation. 
As a fashion-obsessed Ojibwe teen, 
Christian Allaire rarely saw anyone 
that looked like him in the magazines 

or movies he sought out for inspiration. Now the Fashion and Style 
Writer for Vogue, he is working to change that - because clothes are 
never just clothes.

FICTION  $32.95
9781770865600 | Hardcover | 269 pages

FICTION  $22.00
9780385256940 | Paperback | 376 pages

FICTION  $21.00
9780676973228 | Paperback | 377 pages

ART / FASHION  $14.95
9781773214917 | Paperback | 96 pages

NON-FICTION / BIOGRAPHY  $22.00
9780143193555 | Paperback | 273 pages

The Reason You Walk
A Memoir
Wab Kinew 
GRADES ELEVEN +
When his father was given a diagnosis of terminal cancer, Wab Kinew decided to spend a year reconnecting 
with the accomplished but distant Indigenous man who raised him. The Reason You Walk spans the year 
2012, chronicling painful moments in the past and celebrating renewed hopes and dreams for the future.

FICTION  $21.00
9780385693257 | Paperback | 320 pages
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Grades nine+

Truth and 
Reconciliation
Residential schools operated 
in Canada for more than 
160 years, with upwards of 
150,000 children passing 
through their doors. Every 
province and territory, 
with the exception of 
Prince Edward Island, 
Newfoundland and New 
Brunswick, was home to the 
federally funded, church-run 
schools. The last school 
closed in Saskatchewan in 
1996. 

First Nations, Metis and Inuit 
children were removed, often 
against their will, from their 
families and communities 
and put into schools, where 
they were forced to abandon 
their traditions, cultural 
practices and languages.

First Nations
First Nations culture is 
rooted in storytelling. Since 
time immemorial, we have 
passed on knowledge from 
generation to generation 
through our Oral Traditions 
to teach our beliefs, history, 
values, practices, customs, 
rituals, relationships, and 
ways of life. Our culture 
and the teachings of our 
ancestors are preserved 
and carried on through the 
words of Elders, leaders, 
community members 
and young ones. These 
teachings form an integral 
part of our identity as 
nations, communities, clans, 
families and individuals.

Inuit
For 5,000 years, the 
people and culture known 
throughout the world as 
“Inuit” have occupied the 
vast territory stretching from 
the shores of the Chukotka 
Peninsula of Russia, east 
across Alaska and Canada, 
to the southeastern coast of 
Greenland. 

It is here, based on our 
ability to use the physical 
environment and living 
resources of this geographic 
region known as the Arctic, 
where our culture developed 
and our history unfolded.

Metis
Canada has a founding 
people who once traversed 
North America’s interior 
in Red River carts, hunted 
bison with military precision, 
danced and jigged to spirited 
fiddle rhythms, wore brightly 
adorned embroidered 
clothing, and spoke one 
of humanity’s unique 
languages.These people 
were the Metis.

This community of people 
had a political will to create 
their identity and formed the 
historic Metis Nation.They 
are tied to their ancestors 
by living in traditional Metis 
lands, self-identifying as 
Metis, practising their 
culture and, when possible, 
speaking Michif and other 
languages.

NON-FICTION / HISTORY  $99.99
4-book set Hardcover | 328 pages
9780986751622
FRENCH VERSION (9780986751677 )

Indigenous Peoples Atlas of Canada
The Royal Canadian Geographical Society, in partnership with Canada’s national Indigenous 

organizations, has created a groundbreaking four-volume atlas that shares the experiences, 
perspectives, and histories of First Nations, Métis and Inuit Peoples. Exploring themes of language, 
demographics, economy, environment and culture, with in-depth coverage of treaties and residential 
schools, these are stories of Canada’s Indigenous Peoples, told in detailed maps and rich 
narratives.

The volumes contains more than 48 pages of reference maps, content from more than 50 
Indigenous writers; hundreds of historical and contemporary photographs and a glossary of 
Indigenous terms, timelines, map of Indigenous Languages, and frequently asked questions.
All packaged together in a beatifully designed protective slipcase.
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FICTION  $12.99
9781459707184 | Paperback | 274 pages

FICTION  $12.99
Paperback | 296 pages
9781459730632

FICTION  $12.99
Paperback | 304 pages
9781459737020

I Am Algonquin
An Algonquin Quest Novel (Book 1)

Told mainly as a first-person 
narrative from the perspective of 
Mahingan, the youthful married 
warrior, the story revolves around 
the seasonal round of activities. 
Details about the young men’s 
hunting activities become part of 
the action as they pursue a moose 
that means food and clothing 
as well as tools for their family’s 
needs. Chapters are brief and will 
hold the interest of teen, male 

readers who will find the cliff-hangers at each chapter’s end 
enticing. Respectful of the female characters, the author has 
included two young women warriors to the storyline.

Algonquin Sunset
An Algonquin Quest Novel 
(Book 3)

In Algonquin Sunset, author Rick 
Revelle begins the third volume 
twelve years after Mahingan 
was wounded battling for his 
life against the Haudenosaunee 
warrior known as Ö:nenhste 
Erhar (Corn Dog). We rejoin his 
family and learn what fate held 
for him. Now, his children, Anokì 
and Pangì Mahingan, along with 
their twin cousins Makwa and 
Wàbek, are grown and have adult 
responsibilities. Still living with 
their Algonquin family, they have 

become a formidable fighting unit with the addition of 
three Mi´kmaq warriors, E´s, Jilte´g, and the fierce Elue´wiet 
Ga´qaquj. However, there is danger in the land of the west, 
and nothing is more dangerous than what the family is 
going to encounter from the fierce enemy of their new 
Anishinaabe allies: the Lakota.

Algonquin Spring
An Algonquin Quest Novel 
(Book 2)

In his second novel the action 
takes place after Mahingan 
thought he had lost his wife, 
Wàbananang (Morning Star). 
Later he learned she was 
still alive, taken captive by 
the Haudenosaunee. At the 
same time, events taking 
place will affect four First 
Nations: Mahingan’s, a group 
of Mi’kmaq, a Beothuk group, 
and a band of Haudenosaunee 
warriors led by Mahingan’s old 

nemesis, Ò:nenhste Erhar (Corn Dog) — a fierce Mohawk 
War Chief and Wàbananang’s captor. Along the way, 
Mahingan’s brother, Mitigomij, will reveal his true self and 
powers. Then, an influential Mi’kmaq legend puts a new, 
powerful twist on events, and threatens to send things 
spiraling out of Mahingan’s control. 

Author Rick Revelle is a member of the Ardoch Algonquin First Nation. After years of research which is evident 
from his bibliography, the author paints a fast-paced and action-packed picture of the Algonquin people during the 
fourteenth century. Located in the Ottawa Valley, this Algonquin band of about sixty members deal with day-to-day 
survival issues while maintaining their alliances with the Nippissing, Huron (Wendat/Ouendat), and Omàmiwinini 
(Algonquin) against the Five Nations Iroquois. Throughout the text, the author uses Algonquin names and words. At 
the end of each historical novels, the author provides a glossary of terms and pronunciation guide.

Algonquin Legacy
An Algonquin Quest Novel (Book 4)

Rick Revelle
GRADES EIGHT TO GRADE ELEVEN
Carrying on in the tradition of the 
previous three books of the series, 
Algonquin Legacy lets readers 
experience the culture, hunting 
practices and day-to-day struggles of 
survival during this unforgiving era; 
1867.

FICTION  $21.50
9781999177997 | Paperback | 246 pages

Grades nine to twelve
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Ends / Begins
7 Generations series: Book 3
In 1964, two brothers are taken from the warm 
and loving care of their grandparents, and 
spirited away to a residential school, miles 
from home. James, assigned to manual 
work on the grounds, sees less and less 
of his younger brother, Thomas. James 
soon discovers the anguish that Thomas 
is living under, which leads to unspeakable 
tragedy. The pain and guilt that dogs James 
continues to affect his troubled son, Edwin 
(introduced in book 1). But a new understanding is 
dawning between them…

The Pact
7 Generations series: Book 4
As the pain and loss of James’s 
residential school experiences 
follow him into adulthood, his life 
spirals out of control. As James 
tries to heal himself he begins to 
realize that, somehow, he may 
save his son’s life–as well as his 
own. When father and son finally 
meet, can they heal their shattered 
relationship, and themselves, or 
will it be too late?

Scars
7 Generations series: Book 2
Scars introduces White Cloud, a young 
Plains Cree boy, in the year 1870, when 
the last great smallpox epidemic swept 
through the prairies. After witnessing the 
death of his entire family from the illness, 
he summons the strength to find a new 
home and save himself from the terrible 
disease. Follow White Cloud and the 
people he encounters, as he struggles to 
survive against impossible odds.

Stone
7 Generations series: Book 1
The first book in the series introduces Edwin, 
a young man from the 19th century, who 
learns of his ancestor Stone, a young Plains 
Cree man. Following a vision quest, Stone 
aspires to be like his older brother, Bear, a 
member of the Warrior Society. But when 
Bear is tragically killed during a Blackfoot 
raid, Stone, the best shot and rider in his 
encampment, must overcome his grief and 
avenge his brother’s death. Only then can he 
begin a new life with his bride, Nahoway. It is Stone’s 
story that drives Edwin to embark on his own quest.

7 Generations: A Plains Cree Saga is the 4-book graphic novel series by David Alexander Robertson and 
Scott Henderson
This graphic novel follows a Plains Cree family from the early 19th century to the present day and tells a story of 
redemption as residential school survivor James and his song, Edwin, reconcile their past and begin a new journey. 
Edwin is facing an uncertain future. Only by learning about his family’s past, as warriors, survivors of a smallpox 
epidemic, and casualties of a residential school, will he be able to face the present and embrace the future. Contains 
mature themes that may be disturbing to some readers.

Get all 4 books in one!
FICTION / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $34.00
Paperback | 128 pages
9781553793557

7 Generations
A Plains Cree Saga
This graphic novel contains volume 1: 
Stone, volume 2: Scars, volume 3: Ends/
Begins, and volume 4: The Pact.
Contains mature themes that may be 
disturbing to some readers.

FICTION / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $13.95
Paperback | 30 pages
9781553792277

FICTION / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $13.95
Paperback| 30 pages
9781553792284

FICTION / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $13.95
Paperback | 30 pages
9781553792307

FICTION / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $13.95
Paperback | 30 pages
9781553792628

Grades nine to twelve
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